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Whispers in the Night
Group Member Names Day Month Year

The Prince's Duties 
or Dotage you decide..

by: Lisper 
The Honorable Prince Marcus Saint John, has yet
another dilemma knocking at his domains door.  First
the Anarch movement where he just let them decide
how  they  wished  to  behave?  Can  Anarchs  behave?
Time  will  tell.  "Then  werewolves  howling  and
growling  up  to  the  Elysium  and  were  allowed  a
private audience. How will this Prince handle the fact
that one of his own just walked in and commited one
of the worst crimes, the desecration of Elysium? His
own clanmate walked in and without  so much as a
second thought slapped the crap out of Erza our loyal
and honorable keeper. Will he just leave it up to the
Nosferatu  Clan  Elder  to  handle?  Will  he  just  do
what most of Orlando does anyway and just pretend
it didn't happen? Will he kick back on his laurells
and half ass his next Princely decree? Time will tell
friends, time will tell.  My hopes are not very high
since he has already Sanctioned Elder Archangel of
the Nosferatu with the right of destruction for any of
the  Nosferatu  clan  that  commits  a violation of  the
Domains rules.  One does wonder,  how much of is
this a delegation of responsibilty and not just a lack
of motivation? So is Prince Marcus Orlando Savior
or just another Beuaty Pagent Prince? Time will tell
all. 

Lack of care from the Primogen
 Orlando is the city that pretends to not notice
the chaos that assumes control of this domain. A
council  so  asleep  that  the  Harpy  walks  away
from his position taking all the books and boon
records with him lost to time..  So as such the
Orlando  Domain  will  once  again  enter  a  time
where  only  the  boons  gathered  for  this  month
count. Don't like it, take it out on ex-Harpy Clu
and spreading lies about Orlando. However the
Primogen  will  go  about  not  caring  even  about
their lost boons. Clu will continue to set cars on
fire outside the Elysium saying, “Oh but it was
a Jest”. No matter how disgraceful such an act
might be. I don't blame him for not caring, for
this city does nothing so it doesn't matter burn it
all..  while  the  Primogen  bury  their  heads  in
pillows and pretend the city isn't on fire. 

*A harpy decision
Using a boon to keep a secret and then giving the secret away yourself
and forcing the secret keeper to keep your secret and not paying more
boons to them while you tarnish their reputation to save your own is not
boon breaking. However it is highly suspect and since I have no books to
prove the boon one way or the other or that the boons have not been
tampered with after the Harpy left his positions and disapeared. I find I
can not in good faith accept the harpy records if they are found. The
record will be restarted tonight, as of now all previous boons are null and
void. 

I am Lisper
 Hello I am Lisper and I am a real Nosferatu unlike your 
previous harpies, The Catiff that was really a Tremere the 
most despised clan in all of Orlando so despised he had to 
pretend to be a Catiff but that's besides the point. Or the Harpy
before him Solomon that was a Brujah but actually Lamia. 
 My plan is to be an honest but a fair Harpy and record your 
boons honestly and correctly. As well as interpret your news 
for you so you won't have to.  I look forward to serving the 
domain. 
Your eternal servant -Lisper-

A Keeper  that  burns  down
his house to spite his face!

by:  Lisper

Erza our keeper was slapped in the face in  
Elysium by Miroslava. The Keeper decided that 
this was an attack to our Elysium and he did his 
duty, by cleansing the building with fire and salt.
I can not help but wonder , if anyone besides the 
Keeper himself had been opened handed slapped 
would it still be an attack? If the Keeper and his 
clan had invested in any of the maintenance for 
the building would the reaction been the same? 
Alas, we will never know. 

It was Erza's right and duty as Keeper and he can 
not be questioned. 
However I do have a question; What about the 
person that caused the action? Not the slap but 
the events that lead to an attack on Elysium. Are 
they not just as guilty? Should they not be 
punished just as quickly, or does simply being 
friendly with the Keeper get such actions swept 
under the rug? Again only time will time.. 

Miroslava 
Drugs are Bad for you

Even the best and brightest this world has to offer are 
affected by drugs, and their madness and lack of self 
control. Miroslava went from being smart and crazy like
a fox, to being so burnt out that he could no longer 
control himself. That a harmless and simple prank sent 
him spiraling to commit a violation of the most sacred 
Kindred Traditions that predate even the Camarilla. 
Well, I can only assume it was the drugs that drove 
one so young so insane so soon. However I believe all 
restrooms in the domain from here on out should be 
called Slavas.. I can only hope that the Kindly Prince 
Marcus and the do nothing Primogen will actually step 
up and save Orlando this time. In my opinion the 
traitor of my blood and of our Domain should have his 
heart carved out and fed to himself with a spoon, but 
even that may prove too kind. 

****OOC Disclaimer******
I want to put here that the player Hash did
the absolute best job he could with the 
Harpy logs he inherited. However they were much abused by 
Harpies before him and it was thought that restarting Orlando
with boons only from this month would be the best course. Sorry 
for any and all inconvenience.

Lukas the Toreador 
Only Honorable Primogen Left

by: Lisper

Lukas Gadow has dealt with the city of Orlando
for so long that most can not remember a time
that he did not sit  as Primogen on the council.
Lukas  seems to be the only voice of reason in
the  city.  After  all  he  is  the  longest  residing
resident  currently  in  Orlando.  However,  his
council falls on deaf ears. Not one single other
Primogen listens, perhaps this is why he never
puts the powder away. For his voice can not be
heard above the noise everyone else is making.
Since nothing ever gets done and no one listens
better to have something to keep the brain fires
numb,  then  to  listen  to  the  endless  dribble  of
nothingness and the empty promises of the other
clans. I can't help but wonder if the Elders knew
how utterly incompetent there Primogens were if
they  wouldn't  replace  them.  I  also  can't  help
wonder  if  the  Toreador  knew  how  great  of  a
primogen they had they would not use him more
wisely.

  Other notable things about Lukas Gadow is his
beautiful  playing  of  the  violin,  if  you  have  not
heard him play you should. 

    If you have not paid him to hear him play then
you are on the verge of being dishonorable for
only  the  most  honorable  of  clans  and  beings
have had this master play for them in a private
setting. Are you worthy? His playing is as close
to  the  light  as  you're  getting,  without  actually
going. 

   Lukas has also been taking an interest in our
cities  members,  even  those  that  his  clan
consider  beneath  themselves  (which  to  a
Toreador  is  everyone).  He  has  been  giving
lessons of all sorts and hopefully reaping plenty
of  rewards,  rumor  has  it  he  has  even  been
patiently teaching Lady Charlotte to read so that
she  can  be  a  proud  member  of  our  city.
Congrats  Lady  Charlotte  for  continuing  your
education!   

-Wild Rumors Running Free-
Gangrel clan Difficulties abound.
Clu proved that the Tremere blood is terrible and
should be banned from Orlando.
Bodies with  no blood being found on the ground
just lying about. 
Good  looking  Italians  landing  in  Orlando  by  the
dozen.
==================================
Media Madness:  Diamante di Mezanotte is all over
the place you can't miss her, whether it is modeling
the new fall look, getting her hair done by MANDO!
Tweeting  the  masses,  or  sharing  her  life  on
TikTok.. Diamante is here and rocking the netlife.

Harpy awards : 
Lukas Gladgow Honorable -see article
Charlotte- Honorable for furthering education
Erza-Loyal for protection of Elysium

Prince Awards: 
Erza -Honorable for services to Elysium. 
Archangel  – Sanctioned  for  dealing  with
Miroslava.




